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DEFINITIONS

Docking—Amputation of the distal part of the boney part of the tail.3 A horse’s tail contains 15 to 21
vertebrae, docking typically leaves a tail approximately 15 cm (6 inches) long.1,2 In most cases, tails of
foals are docked using a constricting band. In some cases ‘docking’ is used interchangeably with
trimming to refer only to shortening of tail hair.

Nicking—Cutting tail tendons to cause an elevated carriage of the tail3 (pricking).
Blocking—Numbing the tail to cause it to hang limply, usually achieved by injecting alcohol into the tail
close to major nerves3 (deadening, nerving).
DOCKING
Docking traditionally has been performed to prevent the tail of the horse from interfering with
harness and carriage equipment. Specifically, if a rein passes under the horse’s tail the horse may clamp
its tail down and cause the driver to lose control of the horse. Docking may also be used to improve
cleanliness of the tail and to make harnessing easier. However these justifications are not universally
accepted.2
Docked tails became cosmetically fashionable in some breeds where the procedure is performed,
according to custom, for competitions or shows. Docking is rarely performed on non-draft breeds but
surveys have found that approximately half1 of draft horses’ tails are docked,4 usually by use of a
constricting band.
The Animal Welfare Council of Belgium conducted a review and concluded that tail docking was
not necessary for draft horses; consequently it supported a national ban.5 Docking has also been
described as cosmetic in the veterinary literature.6
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Welfare concerns appear to relate less to the pain that might be caused by the procedure7,8, and
more to the surgery being unnecessary and reducing the tail to the extent that it cannot be used to fend
off flies and biting insects.9,10 The intact tail is also useful to the horse for displays of mental11 and
physiological states (e.g., estrus).10
NICKING
Nicking is sometimes performed on breeds (e.g., saddlebreds) for which show standards reward
the tail being carried erect rather than lying flat. The practice may have developed for the same reason as
docking, to keep the tail clear of harnesses. However it is now performed only for showing/cosmetic
reasons.12 Nicking involves an incision and, in rare cases, serious or fatal complications have been
reported due to infections resulting in peritonitis.13 As nicked tails will naturally settle back into a relaxed
position, these horses often wear ‘tail sets’ to hold the tail erect. While wearing this equipment horses
need to be stabled individually.
Veterinary objections to this procedure can be found in publications as early as 185514 (“It is a
surgical operation, but no respectable veterinarian would recommend it”).
BLOCKING
Blocking is performed to prevent agitated tail movements during performances, which leads to
the deduction of points. It is performed on horses in Western riding disciplines and is uncommon
outside the United States.3
LAW AND POLICY
In the United States ten states prohibit docking of horses’ tails entirely or unless rendered
necessary (i.e., medically, to benefit the animal, or in case of emergency). New Hampshire permits the
procedure only with permission from the state veterinarian.
Docking is banned in Austria, Belgium, Denmark, Finland, Germany, Ireland, Portugal, Norway,
Sweden and the United Kingdom. It is permitted in Luxemburg and Spain (excluding Catalonia and
Andalucía).
The American Association of Equine Practitioners policy states, in part, that: “The American
Association of Equine Practitioners is opposed to the alteration of the tail of the horse for cosmetic or competitive purposes.”
DISCUSSION
It has been widely suggested that veterinarians should avoid performing surgical procedures that
are cosmetic, not medically necessary, or not for the net benefit of the animal.15 There is a lack of
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reliable data indicating when (or whether) tail docking is beneficial to the horse other than when
performed on an animal with a defect or injury.
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